Abstract. We introduce typed combinatory process algebra, a system combining process algebra with types and combinators. We describe its syntax and semantics, and by way of example, verify within this framework the Simple Alternating Bit Protocol.
Introduction
System speci cation and veri cation in process algebra always combines data structuring (e.g. using abstract data types) and control structuring which is done by means of the primitives of a suitable process algebra. There are several languages that link a notation suggested by process algebra to some abstract data type notation. We mention: LOTOS ( BB87], Bri88]), PSF ( MV90] , Mau91]), CRL ( GP90] , GP94]). In each of these cases a rudimentary form of typedcalculus is used to organize the distribution of data within a process expression. In this paper we intend to clarify in detail the type structure of data dependent actions and processes. In addition we propose to employ typed combinators (cf. e.g. Sch24] , HS86]) in order to stay entirely within typed equational logic.
As an illustration SABP, the Simple Alternating Bit Protocol, taken from Par85] and adopted to ACP syntax in BKO87] is veri ed in a purely equational way. This improves all previous veri cations, e.g. the ones in Bae90], by not using conditional equations. Our analysis of SABP essentially uses the binary Kleene star operator of BBP93] and the corresponding version of Koomen's fair abstraction rule.
As to the relevance of this work, we state the following 1. we have developed a purely equational style of reasoning about protocols in process algebra that applies at least in some simple cases; 2. we have elaborated on a reasonable typing schema that can underly process speci cations such as can be given e.g. in CRL; 3. we think that much work on process algebra comprises rudimentary forms of type theory and typed -calculus that could be made explicit and phrased in terms of existing type theoretical primitives. In doing so, process algebra is reduced to its essential content which will improve its clarity. Here is an entire research programme visible of which the present paper is one of the more obvious steps. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect the basic de nitions concerning typed combinatory logic, and its accompanying Extensionality Theorem. Our exposition is based in part on HS86], CF58] and San67]. In Section 3 we introduce the formal language of combinatory process algebra including the operator for arbitrary sum formation, and give an axiomatization based on ACP . Moreover, we prove a number of logical consequences of this axiomatization which we then apply in the next section. Section 4 is devoted entirely to the veri cation of SABP. Here we enforce due rigour in order to illustrate in detail the ins and outs of the system of combinatory process algebra. In Section 5 we describe informally a natural semantics of combinatory process algebra, and nally, in Section 6, we discuss brie y how the state operator can be tted into this framework.
Types and Combinators
The type structure that seems to be appropriate for various process algebra systems is the polymorphic type structure generated by a partially ordered set of basic types (B; ) that contains the sets A c of core atoms, A of atoms, P of processes and D of data, and their natural subset relation.
De nition 1. Let B = (B; ) be a partially ordered set containing A c A P. A, the set of atoms, is intended to comprise the core atoms together with deadlock and the silent step. Each compound type ! is intended to denote the set of functions from to . More precisely, these are functions whose domain is the set denoted by , and whose range is a subset of the set denoted by .
For example, D ! P denotes the set of functions from data to processes, and, written linearly, D ! (A c ! P) denotes the set of binary functions mapping pairs consisting of a datum and a core atom to processes. The order on compound types is, in a natural way, induced by the order on basic types. To give an example, observe that, with the interpretation of types given so far, every core atom is an atom and every atom is a process. A function from processes to core atoms, for example, corresponds therefore uniquely to a function from atoms to atoms and to a function from atoms to processes: namely to its restriction to A. Note that abstraction variables do not occur anymore in the abstraction terms. Combinatory logic is not extensional. That is, terms having the same applicative behaviour are not in general proved equal. In order to obtain an extensional theory, the axioms listed in Table 2 have to be added (cf. San67]). Note that the terms in axioms (E1)-(E5) do not contain variables. The variables appearing in the notation are used only to make explicit the reduction properties of the terms involved. Note also that each of the axioms is only a schema; proper axioms are obtained by an assignment of type to the variables and subscripts to the combinators. Given such an assignment, the terms of the equations take some type. Henceforth, the system comprising the axioms (I ), (K ; 0 ), (S ; 0 ; 00 ), (E1)-(E5) will be called CL ext . Inspection of the proof of Theorem 4 shows that it holds in fact for any extension of CL ext with closed axioms, i.e. equations containing no variables. In particular, it holds for the extensions described in the next sections.
Theorem 4 (Extensionality
We end this section with the introduction of two special combinators which we shall use frequently in the sequel.
De nition 5. Given a T (B)-typed signature = (B; F ), combinatory process algebra (over ) is, as is usual, a family of sets together with a collection of operators on these sets, and is axiomatized by an equational theory extending extensional combinatory logic. The family of sets is the type structure T (B). The collection of operators consists of the combinators, F and, 1. for process valued types, (a) the binary operators + (alternative composition), (sequential composition), k, k and j (parallel merge, left merge and communication merge), and (iteration);
(b) the unary operators (for arbitrary sums), @ H (encapsulation) and I (hiding); 2. for atom valued types, the constants (deadlock) and (silent step). We refer to BW90] for a detailed explanation of these operators except for which we refer to BBP93]. The precise basic signature of combinatory process algebra is given in Table 3 . Here, B = (fA c ; A; P; Dg; A c A P) and 2. Opposed to the usual convention in process algebra, we will not omit the operator . That is, we write t t 0 for sequential composition, and tt 0 for function application. Moreover, we take function application to be most binding.
To give an example of a process expression within this framework, we consider the following informal speci cation of a one-element bu er, that bu ers elements of some data set D:
In combinatory process algebra, this bu er has the following formal description
Bu er = (r s) where we assume r; s : D ! A c and Bu er: P.
The axioms of combinatory process algebra, in addition to those of extensional combinatory logic, are divided into ve groups. The rst group, listed in Table 4 , consists of the axioms of argumentwise evaluation. These axioms are self-explanatory except for, perhaps, AE , which de nes evaluation to be argumentwise for arbitrary sums. In extensional combinatory logic one can derive from the axioms of argumentwise evaluation the following distribution schemata for so-called deferred cancellators, permutators and compositors.
The second group of axioms consists of the ACP -axioms introduced in BK85] and extending the ACP-axioms of BK84]. The schemata, from which the axioms can be obtained by a type assignment to the variables and operators, are listed in Table 5 and 6. They di er from all the other schemata in so far as only restricted type assignment is permitted. That is, the labels of these schemata all carry a subscript which refers to the kind of the types of the abstracted variables in that order. To be more precise, in a schema of the form L A;P x; y] = x; y] ; x is assumed to be of atom-valued type whereas y is assumed to be of processvalued type. For example, a properly typed instance of CM5 A;P;A , with all its type super-and subscripts shown, is e.g.
x A ; y P ; z A ] (x A P y P ) j P z A = x A ; y P ; z A ] (x A j P z A ) P y P :
Likewise,
is a correctly typed instance of CM2 A;P . The third group of axiom schemata, listed in Table 7 , de nes the operator .
Recalling that x denotes xd 1 + xd 2 + : : :, the rst schema, + , is obvious.
The remaining schemata are versions of A3, A4, CM4, CM8, CM9, D3 and TI3, where binary sums are replaced by arbitrary ones. Table 7 . The -axioms of combinatory process algebra
x] 2( x) = x] (2x) for 2 2 f@H; Ig
There are three derived schemata for so-called powers of , which will prove useful in the sequel. 4 . for 2 2 f ; g, n 2 = 2:
Proof. By induction on n. We prove (1) and (2).
(1) For n = 0 we have that K 1 x = BKIx = K(Ix) = Kx = I(Kx) = BIKx = BK 0 Kx : Hence K 1 = BK 0 K by Theorem 4. For n > 0, K n+1 x = BKK n x = K(K n x) = K(BK n?1 Kx) by IH = K(K n?1 (Kx)) = BKK n?1 (Kx) = K n (Kx) = BK n Kx : Thus K n+1 = BK n K by Theorem 4. For n = 0, (2) is immediate. For n > 0, n x2y = (B n?1 x)2y = ( n?1 x)2y = (( n?1 x)2(Ky)) by 2 = ( n?1 (x2(K n?1 (Ky)))) by IH = ( n?1 (x2(BK n?1 Ky))) = ( n?1 (x2(K n y)))
by (1) = B n?1 (x2(K n y)) = n (x2(K n y)) :
The fourth group of axiom schemata comprises the Binary Kleene Star axioms introduced in BBP93]. The schemata, listed in Table 8 , give the basic interaction properties of the process valued object t t 0 that chooses between t and t 0 , and upon termination of t has this choice again. The last group of schemata, listed in Table 9 , de nes communication merge for atom-valued elements of F . The rst and second of these schemata state that for a; b of equal arity ax 1 : : : x n j by 1 : : : y n = , if for some 1 i n, x i 6 = y i . Here a distinction is made between compatible and incompatible a; b. The third schema deals with a; b of di erent arity, say n and m. In that case ax 1 : : : x n j by 1 : : : y m = . Note that these schemata are inspired by the rule CF2 0 and the axiom schema CF2 00 of CRL in GP94]. Observe also that the cases without x or y can be derived by appropriate substitution of . The commuted cases are derivable using x; y] x j y = x; y] y j x, one of the axioms of standard concurrency that will be added later on. Proof.
(1) and (2) follow from Proposition 10: This ends the description of the formal system of combinatory process algebra.
A combinatory process speci cation consists of a T (B)-typed signature together with a set E of combinatory process algebra equations over . We shall write E`t = t 0 ; if t = t 0 is derivable from E and the axioms listed in Table 1 
The Simple Alternating Bit Protocol (SABP), essentially due to Par85] and reconsidered in BKO87], is an idealized communication protocol providing reliable transmission of data through an unreliable medium. Externally, the behaviour of the protocol is that of a bu er reading data from some input and subsequently writing the data to some output. Its internal behaviour, however, is determined by a more complex interaction between a sender S, a medium M and a receiver R, which are connected via directed communication channels as depicted below.
The sender inputs data from channel 1 and forwards frames consisting of a datum and a bit into the medium via channel 4. Table 10 , together with the axioms E SABP listed in Table 11 . Observe that we pre x the send actions of the medium with an atomic action i in order to make the choice non-deterministic: that is, the decision whether or not a frame will be corrupted is internal to the medium, and cannot be in uenced by the environment. The question is now whether SABP is speci ed correctly: does the entire process, apart from its internal actions, behave as a one-element bu er? Or, to put it di erently, can we prove that I;P ( Standard Concurrency is an extension of process algebra originally due to BT84]. We list its axiom schemata in Table 12 . The axioms SC1-SC6 hold in fact for nite processes from ACP . In BW90] these axioms are proved with induction on term formation. SC5 shall be used frequently in one of the following Table 12 Fair Abstraction is the principle that certain abstracted process steps will be fairly scheduled in such a way that eventually a unabstracted step is performed. In the case of weak bisimulation semantics, the principle is guaranteed by Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rules KFAR n , introduced in BK84]. KFAR 1 , which is su cient in the case of SABP, reads as follows: x = ix + y (i 2 I) I (x) = I (y) (so the in nite sequence induced by ix is reduced to a single step). In the presence of , however, we can replace this rule by the Fair Iteration Axiom FIR 1 of BBP93]. The closed axiom schema corresponding to this axiom is given in Table 13 . 
The important principle RSP, introduced in BK86], expresses the fact that each guarded recursive equation has at most one solution. In a setting without , a -adaptation of RSP can be given by (RSP ) x = y x + z x = y z :
However, in the presence of , the rule RSP as such is not sound and anyhow a too heavy tool for our purposes. Here its weaker version (wRSP ) x = t x + z x = t z su ces where y is replaced by a -free term, that is a closed term containing no occurrences of or of an operator I . As we wish to stay within the framework of pure equational reasoning, we shall not adopt this rule here. Instead, we extend our signature by two new operators, EQ : P ! (P ! B ) and : P ! (B ! (P ! P)), and use the wRSP -axioms listed in Proposition 14. Let wRSP E , and let t be a -free term and t 0 ; t 00 be arbitrary (open or closed) terms. If E`t 00 = t t 00 + t 0 , then E`t 00 = t t 0 . Proof. Assume (y) t 00 = t t 00 + t 0 . Then t 00 = (t t 0 ) (EQt 00 (t t 00 + t 0 )) t 00 by 3 = (t t 0 ) (EQt 00 t 00 ) t 00 The proof is headed by ve linearization steps, the propositions 17, 18, 20, 22 and 24, each of which, except for Proposition 18, is preceded by a lemma comprising a few subcalculations. The preparatory steps are combined in Theorem 25. We present all calculations rather detailed -almost nicky -in order to illustrate thoroughly the application of the axioms of combinatory process algebra. Throughout the proof, we shall use the following abbreviations: 
The linearization of the speci cation of SABP constitutes the main part of the proof. For the rst step, the following equalities are needed.
Lemma 16.
1. E SABP` = (r 1 C(s 4 T)x Ky)
2. E SABP`M = 2 (r 4 )
3. E SABP`R = 2 (r 5 ?) 4 . For t 2 fM; Rg, E SABP` j t = .
5. E SABP`R j M = 6. For t 2 fM; Rg, E SABP`@H (t k x) = .
Proof. 
by 12(1); 8(1)
The second linearization step looks like this. In the third linearization step we apply the equalities below.
Lemma 19.
1. E SABP` = (K 2 r ? s 4 ) + (Kr 2 K 2 y) 2. E SABP` j (K 2 i x + K 2 i y) = 3. E SABP`@H ( k x) = 4. E SABP`@H ((K 2 i x + K 2 i y) k z) = K 2 i @ H (x k z) + K 2 i @ H (y k z) 5. For t 2 fM; Rg, E SABP` j K 2 t = .
6. E SABP`( K 2 i x + K 2 i y) j K 2 R = 7. For t 2 fM; Rg, E SABP`@H (K 2 t k x) = .
Proof. We prove (7) for M.
by A7 = by 10(4) : u t Proposition 20.
The fourth and fth linearization step are quite alike. They are dealt with in Proposition 22. Proposition 22. 
It follows that We have nally arrived at a position where we easily can compute Given this interpretation of the combinators, M clearly satis es the axioms of combinatory logic (Table 1) , and as M is extensional itself -that is, a function is uniquely determined by its graph -it also satis es the axioms of extensionality ( It should be clear that the axioms of argumentwise evaluation (Table 4) are satis ed under this interpretation. Moreover, as B P is a model of the ACPaxioms (Table 5 and 6), the BKS-axioms (Table 8) , the -axioms (Table 7 ) and the j F -axioms (Table 9) restricted to type P, it follows by induction on type formation, that the higher-order typed axioms hold in M. So, M is a model for combinatory process algebra and is a model for E , provided it satis es the equations contained in E .
State Combinators
The state operator , see e.g. BB88], BW90], describes processes with an independent global state. It is de ned such that (s; p) represents the execution of process p in state s and can be used, for example, to translate computer programs (in a higher order language) into process algebra. In this last section, we shall indicate how this operator can be tted into the framework of combinatory process algebra.
In our setting, is a rather unfortunate notation for a combinator since there is no direct link between its behaviour and -abstraction in general. However, as we do not wish to introduce yet another notation, we shall stick to it. Moreover, we shall not describe this combinator in its generality, but restrict its description to a fragment of the full type structure that is big enough to present the underlying ideas.
We let S be a new type, the type of states. The execution of a core atomic action a will e ect a speci c state, and so we obtain an equation of the form (s; a p) = a 0 (s 0 ; p) : Here, a 0 is the action that occurs as the result of executing a in state s, and s 0 is the state that ensues when executing a in state s. This a 0 and s 0 depend on a and s, and therefore we need in fact the three combinators with their accompanying axioms given in Table 15 As an example of the use of the state combinator, we consider the (First in, First out) queue, transmitting incoming data while preserving their order. A speci cation of such a queue Q nm with input port n and output port m is given in Table 17 and 18. We end this last section with the following instructive question: two queues chained together should behave exactly like one single queue, as long as the internal communications are hidden (cf. e.g. GV93]). Given the apparatus developed so far, can one prove that Q 13 = I (@ H (Q 12 k Q 23 )) where c 2 = r 2 j s 2 , I = fc 2 g and H = fr 2 ; s 2 g? Table 17 . The 
